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Estimating two parameters:
The Error Ellipse
When one measures two correlated parameters q = (q1,q2), in the large-sample limit their
estimators will be distributed according to a two-dimensional Gaussian centered on q.
One can thus draw an “error ellipse” as the locus of points where the c2 is one unit away
from its minimum value (or the log-likelihood equals ln (Lmax)-0.5).
The location of the tangents to the axes provide the standard
deviation of the estimators. The angle f is given by
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Linearization and correlation
Let us consider the LS minimization of a combination of two measurements of the
same physical quantity k, for which the covariance terms be all known.
In a first case let there be a common offset error sc . We may combine the two
measurements x1, x2 with LS by computing the inverse of the covariance matrix:
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The best fit value does not depend on sc, and corresponds
to the weighted average of the results when the individual
variances s12 and s22 are used.
This result is what we expected, and all is good here.

Normalization error: Hic sunt leones
In a second case we take two measurements of k having a common scale error.
The variance, its inverse, and the LS statistics might be written as follows:
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This time the minimization produces the results below
for the best estimate and its variance:
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Before we discuss these formulas, let us test
them on a simple case:
x1=10+-0.5,
x2=11+-0.5,
sf=20%
This yields the following disturbing result:
k = 8.90+-2.92 !
What is going on ???

Shedding some light
on the disturbing result
•
•

The fact that averaging two measurements with the
LS method may yield a result outside their range
requires more investigation.
To try and understand what is going on, let us rewrite
the result by dividing it by the weighted average result
obtained ignoring the scale correlation:
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If the two measurements differ, their
squared difference divided by the sum of the individual
variances plays a role in the denominator. In that case the LS fit “squeezes the scale”
by an amount allowed by sf in order to minimize the c2.
This is due to the LS expression using only first derivatives of the covariance:
the individual variances s1, s2 do not get rescaled when the normalization factor is lowered,
but the points get closer.
This may be seen as a careless definition of the covariance matrix itself (see next slide) !

•

•

In fact, let us try again. We had defined earlier the covariance matrix as
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The expression above contains the estimates of the true value, not the true value
itself. We have learned to beware of this earlier… What happens if we instead try
using the following ?
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The same would be obtained by maximizing the likelihood
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Note that the latter corresponds to “averaging first, dealing with the scale later”.


When do results outside bounds make
sense ?
•

•

Let us now go back to the general case of taking the average of two correlated
measurements, when the correlation terms are expressed in the general form :
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The LS estimators provide the following result for the weighted average [Cowan 1998]:
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From the above we see that once we take a measurement of x of variance s12, a second
measurement of the same quantity will reduce the variance of the average unless rs1/s2.
But what happens if r>s1/s2 ? In that case the weight w gets negative, and the average goes
outside the “psychological” bound *x1,x2].
The reason for this behaviour is that with a large positive correlation the two results are
likely to lie on the same side of the true value! On which side they are predicted to be by the
LS minimization depends on which result has the smallest variance.

How can that be ?
It seems a paradox, but it is not. Again, the reason why we cannot digest the
fact that the best estimate of the true value m be outside of the range of the
two measurements is our incapability of understanding intuitively the
mechanism of large correlation between our measurements.
• John: “I took a measurement, got x1. I now am going to take a second
measurement x2 which has a larger variance than the first. Do you mean to
say I will more likely get x2>x1 if m<x1, and x2<x1 if m>x1 ??”

Jane: “That is correct. Your second measurement ‘goes along’ with the first,
because your experimental conditions made the two highly correlated and x1
is more precise.”
John: “But that means my second measurement is utterly useless!”
Jane: “Wrong. It will in general reduce the combined variance. Except for the
very special case of rs1/s, the weighted average will converge to the true
m. LS estimators are consistent !!”.

Jane vs John, round 1
John: “I still can’t figure out how on
earth the average of two numbers can be
ouside of their range. It just fights with my
common sense.”
Jane: “You need to think in probabilistic
terms. Look at this error ellipse: it is thin and
tilted (high correlation, large difference in
variances).”
John: “Okay, so ?”
Jane: “Please, would you pick a few points at
random within the ellipse?”
John: “Done. Now what ?”
Jane: “Now please tell me whether they are mostly on the same side (orange rectangles)
or on different sides (pink rectangles) of the true value.”
John: “Ah! Sure, all but one are on orange areas”.
Jane: “That’s because their correlation makes them likely to “go along” with one another.”

Round 2: a geometric construction
Jane: “And I can actually make it even easier for you. Take a two-dimensional plane, draw
axes, draw the bisector: the latter represents the possible values of m. Now draw the error
ellipse around a point of the diagonal. Any point, we’ll move it later.”
John: “Done. Now what ?”
Jane: “Now enter your measurements x=a, y=b. That corresponds to picking a point P(a,b) in
the plane. Suppose you got a>b: you are on the lower right triangle of the plane. To find the
best estimate of m, move the ellipse by keeping its center along the diagonal, and try to scale
it also, such that you intercept the measurement point P.”
John: “But there’s an infinity of ellipses that fulfil that requirement”.
Jane: “That’s correct. But we are only interested in the smallest ellipse! Its center will give
us the best estimate of m, given (a,b), the ratio of their variances, and their correlation.”
John: “Oooh! Now I see it! It is bound to be outside of the interval!”
Jane: “Well, that is not true: it is outside of the interval only because the ellipse you have
drawn is thin and its angle with the diagonal is significant. In general, the result depends on
how correlated the measurements are (how thin is the ellipse) as well as on how different
the variances are (how big is the angle of its major axis with the diagonal). Note also that in
order for the “result outside bounds” to occur, the correlation must be positive!

Tangent in P to
minimum ellipse is
parallel to
bisector

P(a,b)
When a large positive correlation
exists between the measurements
and the uncertainties differ, the best
estimate of the unknown m may lie
outside of the range of the two
measurements [a,b]

a
LS estimate of m

x1

When chi-by-eye fails !
Which of the PDF (parton
distribution functions!) models
shown in the graph is a best fit to
the data:
CTEQ4M (horizontal line at 0.0) or
MRST (dotted curve) ?
You cannot tell by eye!!!
The presence of large correlations
makes the normalization much less important
than the shape.
p-value(c2 CTEQ4M)=1.1E-4,
p-value(c2 MRST) = 3.2E-3 :
The MRST fit has a 30 times higher p-value
than the CTEQ4M fit !
Take-home lessons:
- Be careful with LS fits in the presence of
large common systematics!
- Do not trust your eye when data points
carry significant bin-to-bin correlations!

Source: 1998 CDF measurement of the differential
dijet mass cross section using 85/pb of Run I data,
F. Abe et al., The CDF Collaboration,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 438 (1996)

More on point estimation:
RCF bound, efficiency and robustness
•

A uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator (UMVU) for a parameter is the one
which has the minimum variance possible, for any value of the unknown parameter it
estimates.
The form of the UMVU depends on the distribution!

•

Two related properties of estimators are efficiency and robustness.
– Efficiency: the ratio of the variance to the minimum variance bound
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The smaller the variance of an estimator, in general the better it is, since we can then expect the
estimator to be the closest to the true value of the parameter (if there is no bias)
– Robustness: more robust estimators are less dependent on deviations from the assumed underlying pdf

•

Simple examples:
– Sample mean: most used estimator for centre of a distribution - it is the UMVU estimator of the mean,
if the distribution is Normal; however, for non-Gaussian distributions it may not be the best choice.
– Sample mid-range (def in next slide): UMVU estimator of the mean of a uniform distribution

•

Both sample mean and sample mid-range are efficient (asymptotically efficiency=1) for the
quoted distribution (Gaussian and box, respectively). But for others, they are not. Robust
estimators have efficiency less dependent on distribution

1

Choosing estimators: an example
You are all familiar with the OPERA measurement of neutrino velocities
You may also have seen the graph below, which shows the distribution of dt (in nanoseconds)
for individual neutrinos sent from narrow bunches at the end of October 2011
Because times are subject to random offset (jitter from GPS clock), you might expect this to be
a Box distribution
OPERA quoted its best estimate of the dt as the
sample mean of the measurements
– This is NOT the best choice of estimator for the
location of the center of a square distribution!
– OPERA quotes the following result:
<dt> = 62.1 +- 3.7 ns
– The UMVU estimator for the Box is the mid-range,
dt=(tmax+tmin)/2
– You may understand why sample mid-range is better
than sample mean: once you pick the extrema, the
rest of the data carries no information on the
center!!! It only adds noise to the estimate of the
average!
– The larger N is, the larger the disadvantage of the
sample mean.

Expected uncertainty
on mid-range and average
•

100,000 n=20-entries histograms, with data
distributed uniformly in [-25:25] ns
– Average is asymptotically distributed as a Gaussian;
for 20 events this is already a good approximation.
Expected width is 3.24 ns
– Uncertainty on average consistent with Opera result
– Mid-point has expected uncertainty of 1.66 ns
– if dt=(tmax+tmin)/2, mid-point distribution P(n dt) is
asymptotically a Laplace distribution; again 20 events
are seen to already be close to asymptotic behaviour
(but note departures at large values)
– If OPERA had used the mid-point, they would have
halved their statistical uncertainty:
– <dt> = 62.1 +- 3.7 ns  <dt> = 65.2+-1.7 ns
NB If you were asking yourselves what is a Laplace
distribution:

f(x) = 1/2b exp(-|x-m|/b)

However…
•
•

Although the conclusions above are correct if the underlying pdf of the data is exactly a
box distribution, things change rapidly if we look at the real problem in more detail
Each timing measurement, before the +-25 ns random offset, is not exactly equal to the
others, due to additional random smearings:
•
•

the proton bunch has a peaked shape with 3ns FWHM
other effects contribute to smear randomly each timing measurement

– of course there may also be biases –fixed offsets due to imprecise corrections made to the delta t
determination; these systematic uncertainties do not affect our conclusions, because they do not
change the shape of the p.d.f

•

•

•

The random smearings do affect our conclusions regarding the least variance estimator,
since they change the p.d.f. !
One may assume that the smearings are
Gaussian. The real p.d.f. from which the 20
timing measurements are drawn is then a
sample mean
convolution of a Gaussian with a Box
distribution.
Inserting that modification in the generation
of toys one can study the effect: it transpires
that, with 20-event samples, a Gaussian
smearing with 6ns sigma is enough to make
the expected variance equal for the two
estimators; for larger smearing, one should
sample midrange
use the sample mean!
Timing smearings in Opera are likely larger
than 6ns  They did well in using the sample
mean after all !
Gaussian
smearing(ns)
(ns)
s of Gaussian
smearing
Total expected error on mean (ns)

•

A few notes on statistical significance

Statistical significance: What it is
•

Statistical significance is a way to report the probability that an experiment obtains data
at least as discrepant as those actually observed, under a given "null hypothesis“ H0

•

In physics H0 usually describes the currently accepted and established theory (but there
are exceptions).

•

One starts with the p-value, i.e. the probability of obtaining a test statistic (a function of
the data) at least as extreme as the one observed, if H0 is true.
p can be converted into the corresponding number of "sigma," i.e. standard deviation
units from a Gaussian mean. This is done by finding x such that the integral from x to
infinity of a unit Gaussian G(0,1) equals p:
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According to the above recipe, a 15.9% probability is a one-standard-deviation effect; a
0.135% probability is a three-standard-deviation effect; and a 0.0000285% probability
corresponds to five standard deviations - "five sigma" for insiders.

Notes
The alert observer will no doubt notice a few facts:
– the convention is to use a “one-tailed” Gaussian: we do not consider departures of x
from the mean in the uninteresting direction
• Hence “negative significances” are mathematically well defined, but not interesting

– the conversion of p into σ is fixed and independent of experimental detail. As such,
using Νσ rather than p is just a shortcut to avoid handling numbers with many digits:
we prefer to say “5σ” than “0.00000029” just as we prefer to say “a nanometer” instead
than “0.000000001 meters” or “a Petabyte” instead than “1000000000000 bytes”
– The whole construction rests on a proper definition of the p-value. Any shortcoming of
the properties of p (e.g. a tiny non-flatness of its PDF under the null hypothesis) totally
invalidates the meaning of the derived Nσ
• In particular, using “sigma” units does in no way mean we are espousing some kind of Gaussian
approximation for our test statistic or in other parts of our problem.
Beware – this has led many to confusion

– The “probability of the data” has no bearing on the concept, and is not used. What is
used is the probability of a subset of the possible outcomes of the experiment, defined
by the outcome actually observed (as much or more extreme)

Some history of 5σ
• In 1968 Arthur Rosenfeld wrote a paper titled "Are There Any Far-out Mesons
or Baryons?“ *1+. In it, he demonstrated that the number of claims of
discovery of such exotic particles published in scientific magazines agreed
reasonably well with the number of statistical fluctuations that one would
expect in the analyzed datasets.

(“Far-out hadrons” are hypothetical particles which can be defined as ones
that do not fit in SU(3) multiplets. In 1968 quarks were not yet fully accepted
as real entities, and the question of the existence of exotic hadrons was
important.)
• Rosenfeld examined the literature and pointed his finger at large trial factors
coming into play due to the massive use of combinations of observed
particles to derive mass spectra containing potential discoveries:
"[...] This reasoning on multiplicities, extended to all combinations of all outgoing
particles and to all countries, leads to an estimate of 35 million mass
combinations calculated per year. How many histograms are plotted from these
35 million combinations? A glance through the journals shows that a typical mass
histogram has about 2,500 entries, so the number we were looking for, h is then
15,000 histograms per year (Our annual surveys also tells you that the U.S.
measurement rate tends to double every two years, so things will get worse)."

More Rosenfeld
"[...] Our typical 2,500 entry histogram seems to average 40 bins. This means that therein a physicist
could observe 40 different fluctuations one bin wide, 39 two bins wide, 38 three bins wide... This
arithmetic is made worse by the fact that when a physicist sees 'something', he then tries to enhance
it by making cuts...“

(I will get back to the last issue later)
"In summary of all the discussion above, I conclude that each of our 150,000 annual histograms is
capable of generating somewhere between 10 and 100 deceptive upward fluctuations [...]".

That was indeed a problem! A comparison with the literature in fact showed a
correspondence of his eyeballed estimate with the number of unconfirmed new particle
claims.
Rosenfeld concluded:
“To the theorist or phenomenologist the moral is simple: wait for nearly 5σ effects. For
the experimental group who has spent a year of their time and perhaps a million dollars,
the problem is harder... go ahead and publish... but they should realize that any bump
less than about 5σ calls for a repeat of the experiment.”

Gerry Lynch and GAME
• Rosenfeld’s article also cites the half-joking, half-didactical effort of his
colleague Gerry Lynch at Berkeley:
"My colleague Gerry Lynch has instead tried to study this problem
'experimentally' using a 'Las Vegas' computer program called Game. Game is
played as follows. You wait until a unsuspecting friend comes to show you his
latest 4-sigma peak. You draw a smooth curve through his data (based on the
hypothesis that the peak is just a fluctuation), and punch this smooth curve as
one of the inputs for Game. The other input is his actual data. If you then call
for 100 Las Vegas histograms, Game will generate them, with the actual data
reproduced for comparison at some random page. You and your friend then
go around the halls, asking physicists to pick out the most surprising histogram
in the printout. Often it is one of the 100 phoneys, rather than the real "4sigma" peak. “

• Obviously particle physicists in the ‘60s were more “bump-happy” than we
are today. The proposal to raise to 5-sigma of the threshold above which a
signal could be claimed was an earnest attempt at reducing the flow of
claimed discoveries, which distracted theorists and caused confusion.

Let’s play GAME
It is instructive even for a hard-boiled sceptical physicist raised in the years
of Standard Model Precision Tests Boredom to play with GAME.
In the following slides are shown a few histograms, each selected by an
automated procedure as the one containing “the most striking” peak
among a set of 100, all drawn from a smooth distribution.
Details: 1000 entries; 40 bins; the “best” histogram in each set of 100 is the
one with most populated adjacent pair of bins (in the first five slides) or
triplets of bins (in the second set of five slides)

You are asked to consider what you would tell your student if she came to
your office with such a histogram, claiming it is the result of an optimized
selection for some doubly charmed baryon, say, that she has been looking
for in her research project.

2-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 2-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #1

2-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 2-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #2

2-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 2-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #3

2-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 2-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #4

2-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 2-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #5

3-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 3-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #1

3-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 3-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #2

3-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 3-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #3

3-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 3-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #4

3-bin bumps
• Here are the outputs of the most significant 3-bin
bumps in five 100-histogram sets: #5

Notes on GAME
Each of the histograms in the previous slides is the best one in a set of a hundred;
yet the isolated signals have p-values corresponding to 3.5σ - 4σ effects
E.g. some of the 2-bin bumps contain 80 evts with an expectation of
2*1000/40=50, and
pPoisson(μ=50;N>=80)=5.66*10-5  N=3.86σ
Why?
Because the bump can appear anywhere (x39)
in the spectrum – we did not specify beforehand
where we would look because we admit 2- as
well as 3-bin bumps as “interesting” (also, we
could extend the search to wider structures
without penalty)
One should also ponder on the often overlooked
fact that researchers finding a promising “bump”
will usually modify the selection a posteriori,
voluntarily or involuntarily enhancing it. This makes
the trials factor quite hard to estimate a priori

P(N|μ=50) in linear (top)
and semi-log scale (bottom)

What 5σ may do for you
•

Setting the bar at 5σ for a discovery claim undoubtedly removes the large majority
of spurious signals due to statistical fluctuations
– The trials factor required to reach 10-7 probabilities is of course very large, but the large
number of searches being performed in today’s experiments makes up for that
– Nowadays we call this “LEE”, for “look-elsewhere effect”.
– 50 years after Rosenfeld, we do not need to compute the trials factor by hand: we can
estimate a “global” as well as a “local” p-value using brute force computing, or advanced tricks
(more later).

•

The other reason at the roots of the establishment of a high threshold for
significance has been the ubiquitous presence in our measurements of unknown,
or ill-modeled, systematic uncertainties
– To some extent, a 5σ threshold protects systematics-dominated results from being published
as discoveries

Protection from trials factor and unknown or ill-modeled systematics are the
rationale behind the 5σ criterion
It is to be noted that the criterion has no basis in professional statistics literature,
and is considered totally arbitrary by statisticians, no less than the 5% threshold
often used for the type-I error rate of research in medicine, biology, cognitive
sciences, etcetera. As shown before, the type-1 error rate is an arbitrary choice.

Systematic uncertainties
• Systematic uncertainties affect any physical measurement and it is sometimes
quite hard to correctly assess their impact.
Often one sizes up the typical range of variation of an observable due to the
imprecise knowledge of a nuisance parameter at the 1-sigma level; then one
stops there and assumes that the probability density function of the nuisance
be Gaussian.
 if however the PDF has larger tails, it makes the odd large bias much more
frequent than estimated

• Indeed, the potential harm of large non-Gaussian tails of systematic effects is
one arguable reason for sticking to a 5σ significance level even when we can
somehow cope with the LEE. However, the “coverage” that the criterion
provides to mistaken systematics is not always sufficient.
• One quick example: if a 5σ effect has uncertainty dominated by systematics,
and the latter is underestimated by a factor of 2, the 5σ effect is actually a
2.5σ one (a p=0.006 effect): in p-value terms this means that the size of the
effect is overestimated by a factor 20,000!

A study of residuals

The distribution of residuals
of 306 measurements in [20]

A study of the residuals of particle properties in the RPP in
1975 revealed that they were not Gaussian in fact. Matts Roos
et al. [20] considered residuals in kaon and hyperon mean life
and mass measurements, and concluded that these seem to
all have a similar shape, well described by a Student
distribution S10(h/1.11):
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Of course, one cannot extrapolate to 5-sigma the behaviour
observed by Roos and collaborators in the bulk of the
distribution; however, one may consider this as evidence that
the uncertainties evaluated in experimental HEP may have a
significant non-Gaussian component
Black: a unit Gaussian;
red: the S10(x/1.11) function

Left: 1-integral distributions of the two functions.
Right: ratio of the 1-integral values as a function of z

x1000!

Confidence intervals

The simplest confidence interval:
+- 1 standard error
• The standard deviation is used in most simple applications as a measure
of the uncertainty of a point estimate
• For example: N observations {xi} of random variable x with hypothesized
pdf f(x;q), with q unknown. The set X={xi} allows to construct an estimator
q*(X)
• Using an analytic method, or the RCF bound, or a MC sampling, one can
estimate the standard deviation of q*
• The value q*+- s*q* is then reported. What does this mean ?
• It means that in repeated estimates based on the same number of
observations N of x, q* would distribute according to a pdf G(q*) centered
around a true value q with a true standard deviation sq*, respectively
estimated by q* and s*q*
• In the large sample limit G() is a (multi-dimensional) Gaussian function
• In most interesting cases for physics G() is not Gaussian, the large sample
limit does not hold, 1-sigma intervals do not cover 68.3% of the time the
true parameter, and we have better be a bit more tidy in constructing
intervals. But we need to have a hunch of the pdf f(x;q) to start with!

Neyman’s Confidence interval recipe
•

•
•

Specify a model which provides the probability density
function of a particular observable x being found, for
each value of the unknown parameter of interest:
p(x|μ)
Also choose a Type-I error rate a (e.g. 32%, or 5%)
For each m, draw a horizontal acceptance interval
[x1,x2] such that
p (x∈[x1,x2] | μ) = 1 ‐ α.
There are infinitely many ways of doing this: it all
depends on what you want from your data
–
–
–
–

•
•

for upper limits, integrate the pdf from x to infinity
for lower limits do the opposite
might want to choose central intervals
or shortest intervals ?

In general: an ordering principle is needed to
well‐define.
Upon performing an experiment, you measure x=x*.
You can then draw a vertical line through it.

 The vertical confidence interval [m1,m2] (with
Confidence Level C.L. = 1 ‐α) is the union of all values of
μ for which the corresponding acceptance interval is
intercepted by the vertical line.

Important notions on C. I.’s
What is a vector ?

A vector is an element of a vector space (a set with certain properties).

Similarly, a confidence interval is defined to be “an element of a confidence set”, the latter
being a set of intervals defined to have the property of frequentist coverage under sampling!
Let the unknown true value of μ be μt . In repeated experiments, the confidence intervals
obtained will have different endpoints *μ1, μ2], depending on the random variable x.
A fraction C.L. = 1 –α of intervals obtained by Neyman’s contruction will contain (“cover”) the
fixed but unknown μt : P( μt∈[μ1, μ2]) = C.L. = 1 -α.
It is important thus to realize two facts:
1)
2)

the random variables in this equation are μ1and μ2, and not μt !
Coverage is a property of the set, not of an individual interval ! For a Frequentist, the interval
either covers or does not cover the true value, regardless of a.
 Classic FALSE statement you should avoid making:
“The probability that the true value is within m1 and m2 is 68%” !

The confidence interval instead does consist of those values of μ for which the
observed x is among the most probable (in sense specified by ordering principle) to be
observed.
Also note: “repeated sampling” does not require one to perform the same experiment all
of the times for the confidence interval to have the stated properties. Can even be different
experiments and conditions! A big issue is what is the relevant space of experiments to consider.

More on coverage
•
•

•

•

•

•

Coverage is usually guaranteed by the frequentist Neyman
construction. But there are some distinguos to make
Over-coverage: sometimes the pdf p(x|q) is discrete  it may
not be possible to find exact boundary values x1, x2 for each q;
one thus errs conservatively by including x values (according
to one’s ordering rule) until Sip(xi|q)>1-a
 q1 and q2 will overcover
Classical example: Binomial error bars for a small
number of trials. A complex problem!
The (true) variance is s=sqrt(r(1-r)/N) , but
the ESTIMATE s=sqrt(r(1-r)/N) fails badly for
small N and r0,1
Clopper-Pearson: intervals obtained from
Neyman’s construction with a central interval
ordering rule. They overcover sizeably for some
values of the trials/successes.
Lots of technology to improve properties
 See Cousins and Tucker, 0905.3831

Best practical advice: use “Wilson’s
score interval” (few lines of code)

N= 10; 68.27% coverage

In HEP (and astro-HEP) the interest is related to the
famous on-off problem (determine a expected
background from a sideband)

On Undercoverage
•
•

It is BAD. A frequentist won’t allow it.
E.g: if you state a limit or an interval at 95% CL
and it turns out that, for the true value μ, the
coverage is actually 85%, you have
underestimated the uncertainty bars of your
measurement by a significant factor !!!

•

Undercoverage results from approximate
expressions for the variance, or from other
specific aspects of the problem
– sometimes it has to do with us neglecting to pay
attention to specific conditions that the estimator
must satisfy in order to have the good properties we
routinely assume

•

Undercoverage can also results from apparently
innocuous procedures in the derivation of our
results, like
– deciding whether to quote a limit or a confidence
interval a posteriori
– modifying details of analysis “because something does
not look right” in your background estimate

Usually you do not know
the true value; but it suffices
to verify that for some μ
you undercover to invalidate
your intervals!

Confidence Intervals and Flip-Flopping
• Here we want to understand a couple of issues that the Neyman
construction can run into, for a very common case: the measurement of a
bounded parameter and the derivation of upper limits on its value

• We take the simplifying assumption that we do
a unbiased Gaussian-resolution measurement;
we also renormalize measured values such that
the variance is 1.0. In that case if μ is the true
value, our experiment will return a value x which
is distributed as

Nota bene: x may assume negative values!

true value μ

• Typical observables falling in this category: cross section for a new
phenomenon; or neutrino mass

observed value x

Example of Neyman construction
• Gaussian measurement with known sigma (σ=1
assumed in graph) of bounded parameter μ>=0
• Classical method for α=0.05 produces upper limit
μ<x+1.64σ (or μ<x+1.28σ for α=0.1) (blue lines)

α=0.05

– for x<-1.64 this results in the empty set!
• in violation of one of Neyman’s own demands
(confidence set does not contain empty sets)

– Also note: x<<0 casts doubt on σ=1 hypothesis 
rather than telling about value of μ could be viewed
as a GoF test
– Another possibility is to widen the model to allow
σ>1

Flip-flopping: “since we observe no significant signal, we proceed to derive upper limits…”
As a result, the upper limits undercover ! (Unified approach by Feldman and Cousins solves
the issue.) More on this later

Upon measuring, say, a higgs cross section which is
negative (say if your backgrounds fluctuated up such
that Nobs<Bexp), one may quote zero, and report an
upper limit which, in units of sigma, is
xup=sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1-2α)
where α is the desired confidence level. Xup is such that
the integral of the Gaussian from minus infinity to xup is
1-α (one-tailed test).
Then for positive results one keeps doing the same.
If, however, one finds x>D, where D is one’s
discovery threshold (say, 3-sigma or 5-sigma), one
feels entitled to say one has “measured” a nonzero value of the parameter – a discovery of the
Higgs, or a measurement of a non-zero neutrino
mass. What the physicist will then report is rather
an interval: to be consistent with the chosen test
size α, he will then quote central intervals which
cover at the same level: xmeas+-E(α/2), with
E(α) = sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1-2*α).
The confidence belt may then take the form
shown on the graph on the right.

 x up 
1 1
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2 2
 2
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 erfinv 2 ( x)  1
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α=0.10,
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Coverage of flip-flopping experiment
•

We want to write a routine that determines the true coverage of the procedure
discussed above for a Gaussian measurement of a bounded parameter:
– xmeas<0  quote size-α upper limit as if xmeas=0, xup=sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1-2α)
– 0<=xmeas<D quote size-α upper limit, xup=sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1-2α) + xmeas
– xmeas>=D  quote central value +-α/2 error bars, xmeas+-sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1-α)

Guidelines:
1. insert proper includes (we want to compile it or it’ll be too slow)
2. header: pass through it alpha, D, and N_pexp
3. define useful variables and histogram containing coverage values
4. loop on x_true values from 0 to 10 in 0.1 steps  i=0...<100 steps, x_true=0.05+0.1*i
5. for each x_true:
1. zero a counter C
2. loop many times (eg. N_pexp, defined in header)
3. throw x_meas = gRandom->Gaus(x_true,1.)
4. derive x_down and x_up depending on x_meas:
1. if x_meas<0 then x_down=0 and x_up = sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1-2*alpha)
2. if 0<=x_meas<D then x_down=0 and x_up=x_meas+sqrt(2)*EI(1-2*alpha)
3. if x_meas>=D then x_down,up = x_meas +- sqrt(2)*EI(1-alpha)
5. if x_true is in [x_down,x_up] C++
6. fill histogram of coverage at x_true with C/N_pexp
7. plot and enjoy

Results
•
•

Interesting typical case: alpha=0.05 – 0.1, D=4-5
E.g. alpha=0.05, D=4.5, with N_pexp=100000:
Under
coverage!

The coverage, for this special
case, can actually be computed
analytically...
Just determine the integral of
the covered area for each region
of the belt – see next slide

Coverage.C
(add at the top includes to compile)
•

void Coverage (double alpha, double disc_threshold=5.) {

•

// Only valid for the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

// ----------------------------if (disc_threshold-sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*alpha/2.)<
sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*alpha)) {
cout << "Too low discovery threshold, code not suitable. " << endl;
cout << "Try a larger threshold" << endl;
return;
}
char title[100];
int idisc_threshold=disc_threshold;
int fracdiscthresh =10*(disc_threshold-idisc_threshold);
if (alpha>=0.1) {
sprintf (title, "Coverage for #alpha=0.%d with Flip-Flopping at %d.%dsigma", (int)(10.*alpha),idisc_threshold, fracdiscthresh);
} else {
sprintf (title, "Coverage for #alpha=0.0%d with Flip-Flopping at %d.%dsigma", (int)(100.*alpha),idisc_threshold, fracdiscthresh);
}
TH1D * Cov = new TH1D ("Cov", title, 1000, 0., 2.*disc_threshold);
Cov->SetXTitle("True value of #mu (in #sigma units)");

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

// Int Gaus-1:+1 sigma is TMath::Erf(1./sqrt(2.))
// To get 90% percentile (1.28): sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*0.1)
// To get 95% percentile (1.64): sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*0.05)
double cov;
for (int i=0; i<1000; i++) {
double mu = (double)i/(1000./(2*disc_threshold))+
0.5*(2*disc_threshold/1000);

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

if (mu<sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*alpha)) { // 1.28, so mu within upper 90%
CL
cov = 0.5*(1+TMath::Erf((disc_threshold-mu)/sqrt(2.)));
} else if (mu< disc_threshold-sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*alpha/2.)) { //
<3.36
cov = 1.-alpha-0.5*(1.-TMath::Erf((disc_threshold-mu)/sqrt(2.)));
} else if (mu<disc_threshold+
sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*alpha)) { // 6.28
cov = 1.-1.5*alpha;
} else if (mu<disc_threshold+sqrt(2)*ErfInverse(1.-2*alpha/2.) ) { //
6.64) {
cov = 1.-alpha/2.-0.5*(1+TMath::Erf((disc_threshold-mu)/sqrt(2.)));
} else { cov = 1.-alpha; }
Cov->Fill(mu,cov);
}
char filename[40];
if (alpha>=0.1) {
sprintf(filename,"Coverage_alpha_0.%d_obs_at_%d_sigma.eps",
(int)(10.*alpha),idisc_threshold);
} else {
sprintf(filename,"Coverage_alpha_0.0%d_obs_at_%d_sigma.eps",
(int)(100.*alpha),idisc_threshold);
}
TCanvas * C = new TCanvas ("C","Coverage", 500,500);
C->cd();
Cov->SetMinimum(1.-2*alpha);
Cov->SetLineWidth(3);
Cov->Draw();
C->Print(filename);

•
•
•

// Now plot confidence belt
// -----------------------}

Here is e.g. the exact
calculation of coverage for
flip-flopping at 4-sigma and a
test size alpha=0.05
Can get it by running:
root> .L Coverage.C+;
root> Coverage(0.05,4.);

